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Hamlet
by William Shakespeare, performed
at the Theatre Royal, Windsor,
starring Sir Ian McKellen
Review by Richard Vaughan Davies
Windsor Castle is everyone’s idea of how a
castle should look: romantic and fairy tale.
While we were there the Royal standard was
flying from its magnificent crenelated turrets
– but during the morning the Queen left for
Balmoral, and the flag was duly lowered. It
is the oldest occupied royal castle in the
world. There has been a theatre in the castle
grounds since the time of Elizabeth I, and if Edward de Vere was the true
Shakespeare, it would be on this spot that many of the plays were first
performed. It is said that the Queen asked him to write a play about the town
itself. The Merry Wives of Windsor is the only one not set in a royal court, the
setting he knew so well as the premier Earl of England. This thought added to
the magic of the occasion. The present Edwardian theatre stands in the street
opposite the castle, right below one of the enormous walls. It is leased by Bill
Kenwright, and he has had the brilliant idea of establishing it as a repertory
theatre for the town in the old tradition, with a resident cast and revolving
productions, now the only such one in the country.
This week it opened for the first time after the relaxation of the virus
restrictions with a landmark production of Hamlet, starring 82-year-old Sir Ian
McKellen as its eponymous hero. We were lucky enough to secure tickets to see
it. For the matinee performance we joined a long queue down the street in the
hot sun, moving at a steady walking pace into the foyer. You could judge the
excitement by the buzz and the chatter.
We took our seats up in the Gods at the back row of the circle, giving us a
birds’ eye view of the action. The acoustics were so good that we were able to
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hear every word of the play. This had been almost halved in
and a half hours, plus interval. This was no doubt out of respect to Sir Ian’s
years, but as he told us in the talkback session afterwards, he was sure many of
his audience were equally grateful.

As the house lights dimmed, the impressive set of castle walls with its
staircases and terraces was revealed. The ‘timeless walls’ of Elsinore had come to
Windsor. At front of stage the cast were lined up, to be welcomed with
deafening applause.
We knew that in a recent row, Stephen Berkoff and a young actress named
Emmanuella Cole had quarrelled about her interpretation of her role as Laertes,
and both had left the company at the last minute. However, they were seamlessly
replaced, with Frances Barber taking over the part of Polonius. As the actors
melted back into the set, the first surprise came. There was no challenge on the
battlements, but we were straight into the action. There were to be many
omissions from the full version, but this sacrifice was worthwhile.
After the first minute of listening to McKellen’s beautifully modified and
clear tones, I completely forgot that he was playing the part of a young man fifty
years his junior. His delivery of the iambic pentameters was pitch perfect. This
was a great actor at the peak of his powers. You were sometimes aware that he
was sitting rather than standing to deliver his lines, and the sword fighting scenes
were more formulaic than realistic and were none the worse for that.
But when it was required, McKellen showed amazing agility. At no point did
his age detract from his performance, except perhaps in the scene where Hamlet
confronts his mother in her chamber. As an exchange between mother and son
this lacked credibility, due partly to Seagrove’s weirdly robotic performance. She
is an attractive actor whose performances I have always enjoyed, but she
delivered her lines throughout with her hands at her sides, for all the world like
the guardsman in scarlet tunic and busby we had seen standing to attention the
day before. To add to this curious woodenness, she had adopted a midEuropean accent, reminiscent of the Ukrainian waitress in the pub down the
street. Perhaps she means to convey the atmosphere of Windsor town. Jonathan
Hyde’s Claudius had caught some of this stiffness as well. At no point did the
couple give the impression of newly-weds who had experienced ‘the rank sweat
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of an enseaméd bed’, but instead maintained Covid-type
other. The beautiful Francesca Annis was born to play Gertrude but was
unaccountably given the part of the Ghost instead. This might as well have been
delivered by a hologram, as she was unseen.

The casting was billed as being age-, colour- and gender-blind, which was
little problem to this audience. It was perhaps disconcerting at first to be asked
to accept Polonius as a stout woman in a man’s suit, the gravedigger as a Welsh
blonde, or the gay courtier Osric as a young girl. But these interpretations only
added to the sense of freshness of the production, and the actors told us later
they had found them liberating. The principal pleasure was that in almost every
case the lines were clearly enunciated and the storyline crystal clear.
The fact that this measured production contrasted so starkly with the
fevered gabbling and superfluous antics to be endured at the RSC or the Globe
these days was a palpable relief, for which much thanks. At last, we could
actually hear Shakespeare’s golden words, and what a joy that was. Nor had
director Sean Mathias found it necessary to set the action in war-torn Vietnam or
an abandoned moonscape, and mercifully he didn’t feel it necessary to score the
political points so dear to a new generation of theatre makers.
His costumes were an amiable mishmash of periods, with Hamlet first
appearing in a Victorian black top hat and tails to mourn his mother’s wedding,
later relaxing into a modern-day hoodie for some scenes and a blue smock for
others. The young men mostly wore skinny blue suits like today’s wedding
guests, while Ophelia (Alis Wyn Davies) favoured floating fabrics reminiscent of
the flowers she distributed in her mad scene and the fantastic garlands beneath
the willows. None of this mixture of periods mattered. However, Ophelia
delighted us with her stunning singing voice, which soared through the old
theatre like a songbird freed from its cage, and we forgave the jarring intrusion
of the guitar which for some unexplained reason she strummed through her
speeches. The background music in general was never a distraction, as it often
can be. The lighting was dramatic or sympathetic as needed, especially when
great shafts of sunlight split the set to illuminate particular pieces of action.
After the play came to its corpse strewn conclusion, ending on ‘the rest is
silence’ without the arrival of Fortinbras, we had yet another delightful bonus.
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We were all invited to return in ten minutes for a talkback
cast led by
the assistant director, Sophie Drake. They proved to be a happy company of
players, relaxed and easy with the questions from the floor. Sir Ian didn’t even
look tired, which was just as well with an evening’s performance yet to come. He
handled us with humour and modesty, cupping his ear often to show that he
couldn’t always hear the questions, and gave us some of the background to what
we had seen. Many of the questions were from young people in the audience to
the younger actors, and it seemed that the clarity of the plot had been an
important factor. As we enjoyed Sicilian cucina sitting outside in the sun in an
Italian trattoria down Peasecod Street, we were conscious of having had the
theatrical experience of a lifetime.
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